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Talking about a revolution?

“Today, one of our biggest goals is to cut
the cost of sequencing an entire human
genome to $1,000 or less ... leading to a
revolution in the practice of medicine. ... I
expect that within the next decade or so,
most people living in developed nations
will have their genomes sequenced as part
of their medical record ...

Dr. Francis Collins, NIH Director,
Yale Journal of Medicine and Law April

2011



A growing proportion of diagnostic tests will be based upon the
assessment of numerous markers drawn from many molecular classes
(e.g. genetic,  proteomic and metabolomic), the interpretation of
which will require mathematical algorithms able to identify signatures
characteristic of different disease strata. (MRC Molecular Pathology
Review, London, 2014)



Not just DNA ...
Commercial colorectal cancer screening tests



Biomarkers: the low-hanging
fruit of genomic medicine



Poste, G . Bring on
the biomarkers

Nature 2011



LOST ON PLANET
BIOMARKER



In the absence of
international standards ...
manufacturers, laboratory
professionals, researchers
and regulators are equally
confused on what studies
to do or accept as
evidence for the clinical
performance and
effectiveness of medical
tests
Horvath et al. ‘From Biomarkers to

Medical Tests: The Changing
Landscape of Test Evaluation’.

Clinica Chimica Acta; 2014



A catalogue of errors

Commonly cited problems in diagnostic
research

• underpowered studies
• various types of bias (e.g. verification,

spectrum)
• insufficient research on clinical outcomes
• over-fitting of data in retrospective analyses
• a lack of prospective controlled studies





Diagnostic error

In the USA diagnostic errors are implicated in
• approximately 10% of patient deaths,
• 6 to 17% of hospital adverse events
• Most common source of medical

malpractice claims
NAS. 2015. Improving diagnosis in health care.



Slow down, you move too fast ?

“[There has been] a noticeable lack of
consensus within the genetics
community about exactly when a test
for a new marker was sufficiently
validated for it to enter into clinical
service.

Some labs rushed to provide
testing after the first publication, while
others waited until the result had been
replicated in multiple studies or
multiple ethnic groups.”

Emily Winn-Deen, Cepheid

IVD Technology December 2003



Major policy reports
USA
1975 – Genetics screening programmes, principles and research (National Academy of Sciences)
1994 - Assessing genetic risks (Institute of Medicine)
1999 - Promoting safe and effective genetic testing in the United States (Task Force on Genetic Testing)
2000 - Enhancing the oversight of genetic tests: recommendations of the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on

Genetic Testing (SACGT)
2008 - Recommendations on the U.S. System of the Oversight of Genetic Testing (SACGHS)
UK
1994 - Genetic screening – ethical issues (Nuffield Council on Bioethics)
2000 - Genetics and health – policy issues for genetic science and their implications for health and health services

(Nuffield Trust)
2000 - NHS Laboratory services for genetics (Report for the Department of Health)
2003 - Genes direct.  Ensuring the effective oversight of genetic tests supplied directly to the public (HGC)
EU
2000 - Report of European Parliament’s Temporary Committee on Human Genetics and New technologies in

modern medicine
2003 - Towards quality assurance and harmonisation of genetic testing services in the EU (IPTS)
2004 - Ethical, legal and social aspects of genetic testing: research, development and clinical applications (EC

Expert Group)
International
2001 - Genetic testing: policy issues for the new millennium (OECD)
2005 - Quality assurance and proficiency testing for molecular genetic testing: survey of 18 OECD member

countries (OECD)



A policy consensus?

Genetic tests should not enter routine clinical
practice without thorough independent evaluation



Where are the gaps?
Failures in our medical device regulations

• Europe – nearly all tests are classed as low-risk, so are
not subject to independent pre-market review

• USA – until very recently Laboratory Developed Tests
(LDTs) have not been subject to FDA authority



In the absence of
international standards ...
manufacturers, laboratory
professionals, researchers
and regulators are equally
confused on what studies
to do or accept as evidence
for the clinical
performance and
effectiveness of medical
tests,

Horvath et al Clin Chem, 2014



Not a new problem

“Everyone would admit that we have
not had adequate clinical trials for
diagnostics in the past; the question is
what constitutes enough evidence?
We can’t have the same standards as
pharmaceuticals - that is too high a
barrier and the safety issues are not
the same – so what should the
standards be and what is the pathway
to develop the evidence?”

US IVD industry executive, 2006



Road to nowhere?

“... there is currently no well
defined structure or common
terminology for the biomarker
development process as, for
example, there is for the
development of a new drug.”

Cancer Research UK 2008



Biomarker R&D

Traditional open source model
• Academic discovery of a biomarker

• First tests with poor analytical validity

• Use at academic/clinical interface explores clinical relevance
• Laboratories “home brew” test systems
• Industry may start to commercialize reagents
• Increase in analytical validity

• Clinical relevance established
• Industry may start to commercialize test kits
• As tests becomes widely used industry may start to sell systems or

even offer testing services
• Automation of tests and decrease in cost per test



The progress
of diagnostic
reform



Standards for screening

1968 - WHO-commissioned
Wilson and Jungner report
on screening establishes
evaluative criteria for
screening tests



Health Technology Assessment

• CT scanning introduced in
USA 1973
• Controversy over rapid
clinical adoption
• Sceptics question benefits



ROC  v. VOI – a great schism?

The schism is between two schools or paradigms
whose protagonists seem to gracefully ignore each
other’s work. .. there are no open quarrels ... each
side recognizes the existence of the other strand of
research but do not acknowledge its significance.

J Hilden Evaluation of diagnostic tests – the schism . Society for medical
decision making newsletter. 2004 16(4)



ROC v. VOI – a great schism?
... one may speak of ROCographists and VOIographists.

The worldview of the former is dominated by the ROC
and its extensions ... while the latter, to whom I confess to
belong, are concerned with the value of diagnostic
information (VOI) ...



ACCE and the rise of public health
genomics

• NOHPG, CDC in USA
• PHGF in UK
• CanGene Test in
Canada
• European network



2003 - publication of STARD



STARD endorsed by FDA



“The industry needs to decide if it wants to
continue developing analytical tests for which
someone else assumes the responsibility of
demonstrating clinical validity and usefulness; or be
more involved in producing value-added clinically
accurate tests intended to be used in defined
algorithms that convey a seal of quality and utility.”

Digene execs, IVD Technology, July 2006





Regulatory expansion

• UK National Screening Committee
• NICE Diagnostics Assessment Programme
• UK Genetic Testing Network
• US Preventive Services Task Force
• EGAPP
• US Genetic Testing Registry



Payers get pushy

Roche Amplichip CYP450 Array
• First CYP450 test to gain

FDA approval (2004)
• Tests for 31 polymorphisms in

CYP450 genes
• Adopted by major US reference

laboratories (LabCorp and Quest)

`



Payers get pushy

“Genotyping for cytochrome P450 polymorphisms to
determine drug-metabolizer status is considered
investigational/not medically necessary, including but not
limited to, patients initiating therapy with warfarin,
phenytoin, antidepressants or antipsychotics.
Clinical utility studies of genotyping for well-established
brand name and generic drugs are in their
infancy. A literature search did not indentify
any published controlled studies that
demonstrated that therapy directed by the
results of genotyping resulted in improved
patient management.”
Blue Cross / Blue Shield Technology Evaluation Center, 2004



Biomarker development pathway models



Road to nowhere?

“... there is currently no well
defined structure or common
terminology for the biomarker
development process as, for
example, there is for the
development of a new drug.”

Cancer Research UK 2008



It’s just a phase I’m going through

Office of Health Economics, 2012



Research funding agencies









NCI CPTC



Academia



Miscack et al 2012



Industry



CardioDx



AND YET ....



Good science

... over the last century, the
scientific community has
developed very strict criteria
for scientific discovery and
reporting of both basic
laboratory research and
clinical trial investigations ...

Hayes, BMC Medicine 2013



Bad science

For a variety of reasons,
investigators who translate
putative biomarkers from
basic research to clinical
studies have often ignored
some of these fundamental
principles of the scientific
process.

Hayes, BMC Medicine 2013



ENFORCING
THE RULES



History lesson



Defining development

Thalidomide scandal
1962 Kefauver Amendments
• Three phases of drug

development
• Randomised control trials
• Proof of safety and efficacy



FDA and Laboratory Developed Tests

• 2000 SACGT recommendations

• Data template piloted in nine labs, plans for lab
registry

• ‘Election’ of Bush, neoliberal turn at FDA

• SACGT disbanded, FDA retreat

• FDA intervene on ad-hoc basis:
2004 - Correlogic / Ovacheck
2006 - LabCorp / PreGenPlus
2006 - Genomic Health / Oncotype Dx
2006 - InterGenetics / OncoVue



FDA and LDTs

• 2006 / 2010 - Congressional hearings on DTC genetics

• 2006 / 2010 - FDA writes warning letters to DTC
companies

• 2007  - FDA issues IVDMIA draft guidance

• 2008 - SAGHS report

• 2010 - FDA holds public meeting on LDT regulation

• 2014 - FDA LDT draft guidance



EU regulatory reform
• New IVD regulation due for completion 2016

• New risk classification system
• More tests subject to premarket review
• Still some issues

• Greater emphasis on clinical evaluation



Conclusions
• Significant progress in process of diagnostic reform
• Diagnostics companies facing greater demands for clinical

evidence from both licensing authorities and payers
• Regulatory standards and pathways still need clearer

definition
• Regulatory reforms in USA and EU may herald new era but

will require additional guidance and standards to clarify
the new regulatory paradigm
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